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CLIMEON AND TOMOE ENGINEERING TO ENTER 
COOPERATION IN JAPAN 
 

Climeon and Tomoe Engineering have signed a Memorandum of Understanding with the intention of 
exploring and establishing a commercial model for the two companies’ cooperation in Japan, 
allowing Tomoe Engineering to sell Climeon’s technology to industrial customers.  

 
In October 2020 Japan’s Prime Minister Suga Yoshihide Suga announced that Japan vows to become carbon 
neutral and have zero emissions of greenhouse gases as of 2050. Japan is the world’s fifth largest carbon 
dioxide emitter, which is why this policy change is expected to have a major impact on Japanese industry. It is 
in the light of this change that Tomoe Engineering and Climeon has found a common ground and opportunity 
to expand their businesses within the renewable energy sector, specifically within waste heat recovery.  

- We are pleased to enter a collaboration with Tomoe Engineering, a 1st tier on the Tokyo stock exchange, and 
look forward to expanding Climeon’s business in Japan to industrial applications, says Jack Watanabe, 
Representative Director of Climeon Japan.  

Tomoe Engineering and Climeon have agreed to establish a cooperation in Japan, where Tomoe will market 
and sell Climeon’s Heat Power technology. The first joint event will be at the Biomass Expo in Tokyo Big Sight 
on March 3-5th where a model of a Climeon’s solution will displayed in Tomoe’s booth. Due to the pandemic the 
event can also be visited online. 

- Climeon's technology is outstanding in terms of efficiency and we would like to propose Climeon systems to our 
customers and partners and thereby help them with their energy transition, says the General Manager of New 
Business Development Dept at Tomoe Engineering. 

Tomoe Engineering is a cutting-edge technology and product company that manufactures and sells chemical 
materials and chemical machinery, ranging from centrifuges to sewage treatment equipment. 

 

For additional information, please contact:   
Jan Bardell, CEO of Climeon, +46 860 84 06-76 , jan.bardell@climeon.com 
Charlotte Becker, Head of Communications & Investor Relations, +46 730 37 07 07, charlotte.becker@climeon.com 
 

 

About Climeon AB (publ) 
Climeon is a Swedish product company within energy technology. The company’s unique technology for geothermal heat 
power - Heat Power - makes a large untapped energy resource available and provides sustainable electricity around the 
clock all year round. Heat Power is a cheap and renewable energy source with the potential of replacing much of the energy 
that comes from coal, nuclear, oil and gas, today. Climeon’s B share is listed on Nasdaq First North Premier Growth Market. 
Certified Adviser is FNCA Sweden AB, +46(0)8-528 00 399, info@fnca.se. 
 


